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Tort of the Week: Asbestosis
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Bollinger Bans FBI Recruiting at Law School
By Clinton Elliott
In a move as astonishing as it is trag!c.
the Law School h as decided to ban· the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) from
recruitin g at the school's Placement Office
for the remainder of the academic year.
This decision. which was reached several weeks ago. is in response to a federal
district court ruling that fou nclthat the FBI
was guilty of systernat ically dtst nminaling
against Hispanic agents in the the ru;signment and promotion proce~~Thatsuil. which was a cbss action suit
filed by Bernardo ~1. Perez. a f01mcr highrankingagentat the Bureau. and joined by
more than one-half of the rnr., approximately 440 Hispanic agents. Some 40
Hispank agents testified in the non-jury
trial, which ended last August 2. Federal
Judge Lucius Bunton issued the ruling
against the FBI.
During an interview wllh '11tc> l?cs Ces·

tae. Dean Lee Bollinger expressed regret at
having to ban a federal agency that has
come to symbolize n ational law enforcement. but insisted that the Law School's
anti-discrimination policy would be relentlessly enforced. particularly in situation
where there has been a judicial finding that
systematic discrimination is being prac·
ticed.
"Because of the holding of the federal
district court in the class action suit brought
by the Hispanic FBI agents. which was that
the FBI has systematically discriminated
against FBI agents. we decided that the
organization fell within the anti-discrimi·
natory policy for Law School recruiting.said Bollinger. stressing the fact that the
issue was discussed with the faculty.
·we have this policy. which says that
we will not allow any organization to use
our facilities if it discriminates in hiring. said Bo!Jinger. ··1 am reluctant to rely on

Baker & McKenzie
Fails Stress Test
By John P anourgias
blacks don't have coun try clubs is that
The University ofChirm:o Law School there aren't too many golf courses in the
has banned Baker & Mr l\t·nzu'. one of the ghetto. · She added that o·Kane ·went on to
largest Jaw fim1s in the \\'l>rld. from inter
observe that Jews have their own country
\ie\\ing on campus for one yt•.tr for racist. clubs. He futh er staled that he would
sexist and anti-Semitic slurs made by a ne,•er want to belong to a Jewish country
panner during a call back interview last club. but at least they had their own.December .
Paul Woo. placement director at U1e
The commen ts. which h,we drawn Univers ity of Chicago Law School. s tated
nation-wide publicity. have sparked criti- that Golden. in addition to writing the
cism from diverse student ~rou ps and lnl· letter to Baker & McKenzie. notified
tiated de mands at other laws< hools calling Chicago's Dean Ceoffery R. Stone. the facfor the imposition of recruit in~ sanctions ulty and himself. Woo said that in his nine
against the firm.
years as placement director a t U1e Law
Harry O'Kane. a partner nt Baker and School he h ad never h eard of any comMcKenzie, as ked Linda Colden. a black U ments ·so extreme. unnecessal)' and un ·
ofC law s tudent. how she would respond if civil.she were called a "black bitch- or a "nigger·
After Golden lodged h er complaint.the
by a legal adversary. While discussing Univers ity of Chicago Law S chool initiated
Golden's Inte rest in playing golf. O"Kane a process which culminated in the banasked her"whydon'l blacks h ave their own ning. Woo noted that the Dean Slone.
country clubs?" He reportedly s uggested along with the leaders h ip of the Law Stuthat blacks. llke Jews. s hould have their dent Assembly and lhe Black Law Student
own leisure facilities.
Association, meet with four members of the
In a lette r to Baker & McKenzie explaining the incident. Colden slated that
See CO)DfiTTEE, page SEVEN
"Mr. O 'Kane concluded that the reason
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mere allegations of improper behavior.
howeve r. if there is a judicial findi ng of
systematic discrimination . then we really
don't have much choice.
"Obviously it is unfortunate that an
agency very necessary for upholding and
enforcing the law has such a record. - said
Bollinger. who rejected lhe notion that

student pressures generated the Law
School's response.
"I think that ills fa ir to say that there
ought to be a give and take relationsh ip
behveen student protest groups and any
sensible Institution: said Bollinger. who
asserted that the decision to ban the FBI
See FBI, page EVEN
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U:lnJjW. of Liberation
Movew;rl!S

>

~liPJ?ic of Lecture

ert:t~ Elliot 4 /98
In the~ :.v d.Q, /Jre acro n'.fins
s uch as the ANC, P .
or~ 9,W,APO
can s ignify either the most egregijbs pte}>
1
offens ive forms of terroris m or the 'I~W7
mate aspirations of an oppressed people.
definitions p lay a crucial role.
During an address entitled "The Legal
Status of Liberation Movements · a t the
Law School las t week. J ohn Quigley. a
professor of international law a t Ohio State
Univers ity. s uggested that during the last
century. international political and social
cha nges have resulted in a legal climate
favorable to national liberation movements.
That is . the u se of force to pursue the
legitimate aims of national liberation from
colonialism, racism. and alien occupation
h as been carefully d efined a nd given international political and legal encouragement.
Quigley. who is the co-chairman of the

I.J

~o.

Middle Eastern S ubcommittee Committee
of the National Lawyers Guild. ins is ted.
during a his torical overview of h is s ubject.
tha t the disintegration of European colonial empires and the em ergence ofintem ationa! inst ilutlons In the 20th century have
significantly undermined the moral and
legal basis of prevailing social conditions in
countrtessuch asapartheidRepublicSouth
Africa and Israel.
"The concept ofself-determination and
the Idea of a national liberation movement
has developed In stages: said Quigley.
·During the 19th cen tury. the European
colonial powers believed that they had an
obligation to the u neivili;.ed Inhabitants of
certain countries.
This Idea was embodied in lhe phrase
"The White Man's Burden· in England and
Sec LIBERATION, page TEN
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Hqpe in the Rubble
The incident last December at The University
of Chicago Law School is nothing less than bonechilling. It numbs the mind to imagine a worldwide firm, such as Baker and Mackenzie,
subjecting prospective associates to what can
only be termed low-grade vulgarities and racial
slurs as a m eans of testing stress reaction.
These misguided comments engender justifiable
outrage within the legal community and
understandable shame for the offending firm.
What lends some hope to this bleak situation
is the conduct shown by the school, its students
and the firm. Wben Chicago was alerted to the
occurrence by students, it immediately began
an investigation. The students responded
professionally and coherently to an emotionally
charged issue. Baker and Mackenzie verified
the charges and acknowledged the grievous
errorinlettersofapologyfromboth the offending
interviewer and the chairperson of the firm's
executive board. It is encouraging to see this
reprehensible and unfortunate act dealt with in
a straightforward manner. By this means only
can the school protect its students and the
integrity of its interviewing process, and the

Revelations of a Neophyte
By Scott Gessler

The Law School receives much cr!licism that it doesn't
prepare us for the real world. 1 hale to sound like I'm
complaining too. but the fact is a lot of academic teaching
just doesn't squarely confront some very serious problems
in our legaJ system. Probably U1e best example Is dorket
overcrowding. Thls seems ratller mundane. but somehow
AmericanjusUce. despite its intellectual and procedural
elegance. doesn't seem very just when it takes many years
and thousands of dollars just to argue a case In cou rt.
I first noticed tlle problem last summer when I worked
in a Chicago law firm. While listening to motion calls in the
state courts I quickly realized tllat about three-quarters of
aJI tlle motion caJls were requests by lawyers for delays.
I've never heard so many lame excuses for laziness. but in
finn establish any credibility to its professions every case tlle judge granted the request. 1 later learned
of regret.
that Illinois triaJ judges grant every delay because they
The suspension of Baker and Mackenzie's don't want to deny any party an opportunity to fully
interviewing privilege for one year has been develop a case. This seems a vaJidconcern. but tllesystem
acknowledged by all parties as fair. Chicago's pays a heavy price by reprocessing every case tllree orfour
dean, Geoffrey Stone, is correct in allowing for Urnes. and many clients don't appreciate the extra cost.
therestorationofBakerandMackenzierecruiters
However, I really got angry about court delays last
on campus after the school reviews the firm's semester when I handled a case tn the Child Advocacy
written plan of how It plans to handle this Clinic. In the clinic I worked primarily on a case In which
incident. Thfs course allows for the promotion we represented an eight-year-old girl. Michelle. caught In
of both principle and practicality. The principle the middle ofa custody battle between her parents. When
we became Involved In tlle case, Michelle had been In the
promoted is a society, academic and professional, midst of a continuing court battle for about sbc years. at
freeofracialbigotry. ThepractfcaUtyrecognlzed age two her her mother accused her father of sexually
is the amount of employment and opportunltes abusing Michelle. To make a long story short. tlle case
Baker and Mackenzie offers to graduating landed In Michigan Circuit Court. with the motller atlawyers.
tempting to move to another state, and the father attemptThe next move is the finn 's. Baker and ing to win full visitation rights.
Mackenzie must continue the forthrightness it
AllersLxyears. th iscase hasnevergone totrial. Asone
has shown to both the school and the press, may guess, Michelle has a few psychological problems
including The Res Gestae. By this means alone after spending three-quarters of her life walling for the
can the firrn "bring something positive" from next round of legal wrangling. We were the Oflh or sLxU1
this unfortunate affair. Before other law schools set of student attorneys lo work on the case; when we
begin banning Baker and Mackenzie from their arrived on tlle scene. the mother still wanted to move out
of the state and the father now wanted full custody. As
ha.lls, the fum should be g.iven an opportunity to representatives of Michelle. the Clinic basically sided with
present its proposals. This would best serve the the mother. and to this end our supervisor had asked for
interests of the profession and its Individuals a trial date back In August. The court scheduled us for triaJ
~..,a_n_d_,in-r-s_tl_tu~tl_o_n_sr•.,......"":"..---..,.~..,....,__,....,..,.""""..,...........,"r'll'_J in mid-December. My partner and I set out to do jusUce. ,

In preparation we dealt with many procedural problems. While preparing for Ihe trial we asked for discovery.
spoke with Ihe various parties. prepared expert witnesses,
etc. Everything seemed lo be going as law school h ad
taught us until aboullO days before trial, when we argued
a motion to disqualify the judge.
First lhejuclge denied the motion. then he told us he
could not hear the case because of a scheduling conflict.
This was a bit of a surprise. considering we had scheduled
tlle trial over three months earlier. Then the father's
attorney told us that he aJso had a scheduling conllict. and
that although he could make the trial if he worked very
hard. it would be nice to let him go to his oilier appointment. This was even a bigger surprise. The judge accepted
the atlomey's excuse. but told him to come to court the day
of the trial. after he had finished his other trial. This
decision basically removed any chance that our case
would be heard. because few judges would have the desire
or tlle time to hear a complicated case late in Ihe afternoon.
But the biggest surprise was yet to come.
We were suspicious of the father's attorney. a nd a bit
ofinvestigatlon brought some interesting facts to light. We
couldn't find either the attorney's conflicting case in the
court or at tlle time he had told us. We mentioned this to
him and to our judge. but it seemed that lhe attorney had
"misread" his calendar. But. lo and behold. the attorney
found yet another conflict- a case that had "already" been
delayed three times. So the judge excused the attorney
from arguing our case on our date and in the process
quashed our hopes of extricating Michelle from the legaJ
mess. We went back to schedule another date. and the
court gave us a date sometime in March. That was about
eight months after we had originally asked for a dale. The
biggest surprise. of course. was that there was (and still is)
no guarantee the case will be heard.
At one point during preparation, the mother told us
she had no idea why tlle clinic ever got involved. since it
hadn't clone anything useful. That hurt. and at first I was
quite angry - our legal work was very competent. we look
a genuine concern in Michelle. and we were doing everything we could. Nonetheless the clinic had been involved
in the case for about three years. and in the end it reaJiy
hadn't done much. The parties were still fighUng. and
Michelle's condition was, if anything. becoming worse.
See REVELATIONS, PMe :t:LEVEN
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Opinion
========== Clear and Present ===================================================================================

MAP Does More Harm Than Good
egalitarian rerulty and. In doing so. stokes the fires of
unspoken racism. MAP implicitly brands every minority
By Robert Goldberg
s tudent with a scarlet ·o: I can't believe so many bright
The Minority AITairs Program (MAP) is an illegitimate. people a llow themselves to be insulted and stigmatized in
discriminatory and downright destn 1clive demonstra tion such an obnoxious way (some don't. and they pay a price).
If there were a special remedia l program for J ewish
of good intentions gone bad. It s hould be abolished.
atheis
ts from one-paren t families. I'd stay away.
First the facts. About 70 percent of firs t-year minority
You can't have your cake and eat it too. Either black
students participate in MAP's academic. social a nd profe ssional programs. Seven paid second and third years lead s tudents are eve ry bit as capable as white students (lhe
the group, with marginal help from three facully advisers. una lterable fact) or they need special help to compete (the
The Law School also provides office space and associated false premise upon which :vt.AP depends).
Law School officials insist ~tAP addresses a problem
expenses.
.\-lAP invites professors to discuss bolh coursework of confidence. not Intelligence. I accept that. But two
and study techniques with minority students. MAP also questions remain: Does this underconfidence fa ll neally
asks first-year professors to provide remedial exercises along racial lines and is alleviating it worth the cost in
and sample e.xams. Just before finals. these professors racialis t stigma? They're judgme nt calls. but 1 say no to
critique, and sometimes grade. the MAP students' a n- both.
Like any affirmative action program. MAP is both
swers. A handful of professors refuse to participate.
One professor recently graded sample exan1s for MAP overinclusive and underinclusi\'e. OverincluSi\'e because
students while past exams were unavaila ble to the res t of it benefits Harvard and Yale alumni. Haruard and Yale!
the class. Several participating professors stress their Underinclusive because it ignores working-class whites
even-handedness: they're willing to do the same for any with second-rate educations. Where's their remedial ·
non-:\IAP student who as ks. But of course. non-:\IAP program?
To be unobjectionable, a confidence-lifting remedial
students are never told (put your professors to the test.
program would have to be open to aU. The idea is
first years).
Facts about MAP aren't easy to come by. Dean uncommonly s illy. but a t least it wouldn't suffer the
Gordan's off1ce demanded to know why I ·need" the incon~ruities of the present program. And since e\'ery
information (I am so tired ofju s tilym~ requests for public stressed first year would participate. it would tum into a
knowledge). The only printed information on :\lAP Is a one- giant rc\·iew session. Of course. mass affirmath·e act ion is
paragraph generic description- s ilent on remedial exam no afl'innati\'e action at all.
I realize I tread on very sensitive ground here. So I
grading - in the Law School Uulletin. Ma ny firs t yeurs.
especially during exa m time. would be s hocked (and livid) mus t recite - as I have. to no avail. in the past- that I am
not a racist. All too often discussions of race-conscious
to learn of the program.
One minor point: The word "minority" has a lways issues degenerate into reflexive name-calling.
But MAP supporters are racialists in a way I am not.
struck me as euphemistically inaccurate. Who isn·t a
minority? I am, but I certainly don't feel welcome in the I Lhlnk a ll overemphases on ethnicity - be it the Jewish
exclusive Minority Nfalrs Prog ram. In truth, MAP Is Law Students Union or Law Review affirmative actionare ultimately divisive and destructive. But these are
mostly for black students.
The fatal problem with MAP - far worse tha n the subjects fo r another day.
I remain, for now. in the dwindling minority that still
competitive advantage it bestows - Is U1e racialist statement It makes: Blacks need extra help to get by. The s upports affirmative action generaUy. Yet I increasingly
wonder whether the long-term dan1age e.xceeds the shortnotion is absurd.
There is no ability differential between mlno1ity and term gain. I see s tiiTings of resentment everyv..-here. If a
non-minority s tudents here. Yet MAP undennines this black student makes a silly classroom comment (as we all

do). some white students - not racists. mind you - wiU
think in their heart of hearts about affirmative admissions
policies. Members of s uccessful ethnic groups are Impatiently frustrated with the bleak progress. arguably even
regress. of black America (and we are ashamed of our
feelings). When will an innocent generation be deemed
fully absolved?
Some minorities now view affirmative action as a
sacred e ntitlement. theirs as a matter of right. But It Is not.
While the haves may be morally oblil!ated to th e h,m.• nots.
affirma tive action is ultimately an at 1 of C.t'nt·ro-.11y :"\o
other nation in history has e\'er granted nughty bend lis ICJ
groups that could not wrest them pohUcally or milltanly .
The re must be an endpoint.
Just as conservatives can secure the bes t armscontrol treaties. hberals can secure lhe best altematl\·es to
des tructh·e racialist efforts. Solullons must come from the
left.
I don't lightly reopen ugly sores· of racial tension.
There's a sizable category of what I call ~you're- right -b ut
so-what· issues: when one has the better theoretical
argument. but it's just not worth the costs of \indication.
(Take seat belt laws. You're right, they Infringe liberty. But
so what, they sa\'e thousands of lives. I just can't get too
worked up about it.)
Does MAP fall into this category? The costs of making
a fu ss a re extremely high. But ~lAP's S)mbolic statement.
emirely apart from its practical ach·antage. render this
virus too harmful to ignore. As the leas£ defensible
development in a continuum of increasingly Indefensible
affirmative efforts . MAP deserves condemnation.
Why is it my business? It s houldn't be. If Iris h
students banded together and tu tored one another. nobody cou ld justly complain. But If the Law School organized and funded their efforts. everybody would be outraged. and with good reason.
There comes a point when affirmative racial efforts
transcend legitimate limits. A line must be drawn In the
sand. I submit - \vilh utmost res pect for those who
disagree - that MAP has crossed that line.
Martin Lutheri<JngJr. -anasslm!lationistdevoted to
equal opportunity - preached against the "tranquilizing
drug of grad ua lis m.· His memory Is ill-served by the
distorting narcotic of dependence.

===============Turnabout

SFF: A Very Worthy Cause
By Tony Tunnell

Student Funded Fellowships Is one of the mos t worthwhile student organizations at the Law School. It is
sponsored by students' pledges. a nd a ll the money goes to
help s upport s tudents over the summer. Ofcourse. you do
not just go to SFF and ask it to give you some money.
The purpose of SFF is to enable law students to work
during ilie summer at public-interest organizations. and
SFF will pay all or part of students ' salaries. This can
pro,1de many people with the unique opportunity of doing
what they personally feel is best for society and getting
paid for it.
Law students like you a nd me make this program
work through our generous pledges. Whatever you might
hear people say about lawyers being this or that. you will
never hear them say lawyers a re cheap. SFF always
manages to garner enough funds from generous donors to
provide a good number of s tudents with U1e necessary
funds to make It possible to do some real good for society.
This year will be no different: soon SFF will start Its drive

and. one hopes, west udents can pledge even more money attorney whom I worked wilh asaJesultofmysummerjob.
than last year.
and I am still doing part-time research for hlrn this
The people that staff SFF personally go out and drum semester.
up the pledges needed to fund the program. You will see
If you are interes ted in working a public-interest job
them at a table (on the first floor of Hutchins) soliciting this summer. then SFF may be of help to you. There are
pledges. and you are likely to be contacted by a represen- many public-interes t organizations that need legal help.
tative on the telephone. Collecting money pledges can be and provide valuable legal e.xperience. but that unfortua difficult and tedious task. butit seems the people who do nately don't have the budgets to pay summer clerks.
it for SFF are always happy and in a good mood. I guess Those of you who want to do this type of work but do not
that's because they know what they are doing is good for know how you can s upplement your salary or support
the entire law community. When the time comes. please yourself during the s ummer should get in touch \vith SFF.
be generous. It will ma ke you feel good. and it will do some For the rest oft he s tudents, remember: don't as k what the
good.
student body can do for you. ask what you can do for
I would like to personally thank each and every law Student Funded Fellowships ..
student who made a pledge last year. It was your pledge
tha t made it possible for me to work with a public-interest
The Res Gestae welcomes letters to
organization last s ummer. It was a truly rewarding
the editor. Submissions should be
e.xperience for me. It enabled me to do something good for
left in the RG pendaflex in Room
the community. The people I worked with were anxious to
have the help, and it was a rea l pleasure to provide them
300 Hutchins Hall. ~ .}~ .
with it. I was even for~unate enough to be hired by an

[t
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Letters
::==========Letters to the Editor ====================================================================================

ACLU Prevents Imposition of 'Decency'
Sad Rhetoric
To the Editor:

Jerome Pinn'sJan. 25 column atlacklng the American
Ci\il Uberties Union. "The ACLU: Enemy of Decency.·
speaks not only as a sad reminder of the depths to which
the anti-ACLU jingoism of the recent election still infects
!his nation but also as a frightening Indication of the
motivation behind those who truly believe U1at the ACLU
represents a ·menace· to national "values.· Many people
!hink that Bush's smear campaign against Michael
Dukakis's membership in the ACLU amounted to little
more than ruthless campaign tactics In pursuit of the
Presidency. But as Pion's letter graphic-ally illustrates.
!his smear campaign was more than a political strategy: it
was an appeal to an Intolerance that threatens the fundamental rights of all citiZens in a democrac-y. not just those
whose views ·menace decency.·
I cannot look Into Jerome Pion's mind, nor can I know
!he mind of the hordes that George I3ush was able to sway
with his neo-McCa rthyite attacks on the ACLU. But
somewhere along the line it seems the substance of what
!heACLU stands for has been lo&t in hysterical. jingoistic
and often incorrect assertions about the ACLU's posit ions.
record and his tory. Pion's piece continues this Illustrious
trend, asserting the ACLU ·favors freedom for armed
robbers. rapists. child molesters and crack dealers,· calling it "the American Criminal Lobby's Union· and contendin_g, falsely, that the Louisiana ACLU once ·auctioned
off an abortion· as part of a fund raiser. (I don't know
where Pinn got this "Information,· but the President of the
Louisiana ACLU·kinclly searched the records of a ll items
auctioned off at previous fund -raisers and assured us that
this never happened.) It is precisely this kind of dialogue
that one would hope those involved In the study of law
v.uuld try to avoid.
It is also this klnd of dialogue that diverts our attention from an even more invidious aspect of the current
round of a ttacks on the ACLU. In such attacks we can see
not merely a political dis tas te for the ACLU's pos it ions but
also an overall intolerance for both the lifestyles a nd laws
that do not conform to one's own personal vaJues. Pion's
column Implies the ACLU is no longer (if it ever were) a
group of cllizens with strong and committed views on the
Constitution and the civil liberties it guarantees. Ins tead
Pinn has decided that we espouse certain ·values· that he
finds "hostile" to those of the American people. Pinn then
lists numerous positions he feels are contrary to American
·values: summing up his piece with the comment: "Perhaps the ACLU has in the past supported various noble

police practices.
For some of its policies. lheACLU comes under attack.
While "mainstream" Americans can form organl.zations to
seek access to political processes, llie groups most in need
of protection from ilie tyranny of llie majority tend to be
marginal and unpopular. When llie ACLU defends the
rights and freedoms of Klan members. Nazis and pornographers, in the beliefthat constitutional rights nrc only
meaningful if they are extended to even those whose
beliefs society at large finds repugnant. the ACLU draws
some of the anger society aims at the groups II re presents.
Jerome Pion's Jan. 25 column. !he ACLU: Enemy of
Decency: is an e."<3lllple of how people use the ACLU as
straw man to attack the groups whose rights theACLU has
defended. Pinn selects instances where the ACLU has
protected the right of adults to read what they choose.
prevented the establish"\ent of religion in our schools and
protected reproductive rights. He uses lliese e.xamples to
associate the ACLU with pornographers. gay men. lesbians and pregnant women.
Pinn tries io identify the ACLU with groups of Americans that mains tream. Protestant. heterosexual readers
will reject as inconsistent with their own e.'<periences and
·traditional" \'alues. Pinn wants to distract his audience
from lhe idea that constitutionaJ rights are under attack
by focusing on the character of the groups whose rights the
ACLU defends and implying that these groups are too
different and too distasteful to merit defense.
Pinn concludes that the ACLU Is a ·menace to decency· and that Its policies are "hostile to religion and
traditional morality.· Who is he to tell us what Is "decent"?
We have no way of knowing what Is to be Included as
"indecent: and most Important. of who will make such a
determination. And since when do Pinn a nd his ilk have
the authority to define ·religion and traditional morality"
for the rest of us and to tell us how to live our lives? It is
my fundamental right in this country that my religious
beliefs and views on morality will not be subject to anyone
else's review or revision. I don't want to be told what Is
decent enough for me to read or which religious services
To the Editor:
The American Civil Liber ties Union protects the con- to attend.
Like all Americans, I want to be free to make my own
s titutional liberties of all Americans. including police ·
officers. parents. teachers, handgun owners and union choices. The ACLU believes that these choices are availmembers. as well as prisoners. gay men. lesbians a nd able to all of us a nd goes to court to protect the freedoms
pregnant women, from limitations that government and of individuals and groups to lead their lives free from the
private groups seek to impose on their freedoms. Anned regulation a nd intervention of those who purpon 10 clencle
onJywith the Constitution, theACLU seeks to prevent the what is "decent· and ·moral" for the rest of us. In this
establishment of state religion ihat would infringe the respect. llie ACLU does a public service of lhe highest
freedom of religious minorities. protects free speech by order.
Charley McPhedran
opposing censorship and protects citiZens from unlawful
causes. but given the ACLU's current positions and efforts. It Is fair to characterize it as a menace to decency In
America today.·
Such rhetoric Is truly frightening In the assumptions
it makes. To Pinn the ACLU attacks "decency· and
"traditional morality.· But it is only fair to ask whose
decency and tradition Pinn feels should govern our land.
Somehow his column has managed to assume a standard
that countless Supreme Court opinions have never been
able to define . Mos t frightening of aU, however. Pinn never
defines how a group whose only sword Is the Constitution
and lls laws can constitute a "menace· In a democracy.
Somehow the altitude that lliis column radiates narrows
acceptable pollticaJ dialogue to encompass only those
ideas and lifestyles that are not inimical to Pinn's vision of
"decency.· One wonders what shall become of those who
a re not ·moral,· ·religious· or "decent" enough to be
governed by Pion's constitution.
J erome Plnn is not alone in his view of acceptable
political and legal dialogue. His position clearly has
numerous supporters including many powerful people.
This is both sad and frightening. The ACLU is not a
·criminaJ's lobby" nor is it a bunch of strident atheists
trying to pry God from our nationaJ fabric. It is a di\'erse
group of citizens who firmly believe that civil liberties are
fundamental to the existence of a democracy and that
these liberties mus t e.xtend to everyone. Unforiunately.
the newly prevalent intolerance reflected in Pinn's characteriza tion of the ACLU threatens not only the rights of
those whos e lifestyles offend nothing more than an undefined sense of decency, but also the freedom of all of us to
live politically and ethically diverse lives.
Vic Pappalardo
The Univers ity of Michigan ACLU

Whose Morality?

=========== Letter to the Editor ===================================================================================

Give Dean Eklund Some Respect
To the Editor:
The Res Gestae seems to be running low on pel peeves
these days. I'll lend you one of mine on the theory that it's
one of ilie few Injustices even harrted first-year law students can do somellilng about.
In 1978, during my first year as a student at the Law
School,l and a s maU group of my classmates began to refer
to Associate Dean Susan Eklund as "Dean Sue" In our
casuaJ conversations. I ililnk the label was well Intentioned at the Ume - most of us probably regarded It as a
harmless sign of admiration for a person who Is both an
txctllent administrator a nd a decent human being wlililn
an Impersonal Institution.
When I carne back here as a professor In 1987. I
_discovered that "Dean Sue" had relentlessly driven "Dean

Eklund" and even ·sue· out of circulation. "Dean Sue·
seems to be the label of choice in conversations among
students. In llie last week severaJ students have matterof-factly asked me If they need "Dean Sue's" approval to
add a course or reschedule an exam. One of my colleagues
recently advised me to consult "Dean Sue· on an administrative matter.
I think It's time we went back to using elllier "Sue· or
"Dean Eklund.· I can't be aJone In noticing that the "Dean
Sue" label has uglier connotations. Like it or not, when we
combine a forrnaJ title with a famiJiar first name. we Imply
to many listeners lliat the title is merely a label and not an
achievement. Thus Dr. Ruth is not a doctor to be taken
seriously. Mr. Bill Is not really an adult. President Jimmy

is not quite a President and so on.
Dean Eklund earns her title each day by holding this
School together in many ways students don't see. She is
a real dean who most of us take quite seriously. I think we
should show It by how we refer to her. not just in her
presence. but also a mong ourselves. Unless. that Is. we're
ready to apply s imilar labels to ilie res t of the faculty and
staff. I. for one. am not quite ready for "Dean Lee:
"Professor Yale" or "Director Margaret.·
"Professor Kent· Is another matter. Please feel free to
call me that ln class anytime you want to.start a lengthy
Socratic diaJogue on the Intricacies of common law pleading.
Prof. Kent SyYerud
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Giamatti Explores Nature of Sport and Leisure
By Clinton Ellio tt
A Barllclt Clamatti. the 32nd speaker

In tile Law School's annual Wllliam Cook
Lectures on American Institutions. gave a
series of addresses in Hutchins Hall last
week that focused primarily on the relationship between the concept of leisure In
society and how that idea manifests Itself
in American daily life.
Styling his lectures a "tripartite medi·
tatlon" on the nature of leisure and sport.
Giamatti, the fonner president of Yale
University and the current president of the
National League of Baseball Clubs, also
made a number of Incidental observations
about baseball's history-malting role In
creating equal opportunity for Afro-Americans as well as speculating on the continuIng "privatization" of leisure through cable
and pay-per-view television.
A gifted orator who was articulate to
the point of elegance. Giamattl delivered
three lectures fraught with penetrating and
compelling Insights-employing sltillfully
choreographed language that revealed a
carefully .concealed, yet marvelously expressed passion for sports, culture and
society.
While few would doubt his oft-expressed passion for baseball, most were
surprised at the acuity and precision of his
wit and ability to transfonn commonplace
observations lnlo powerful tools of social
and athletic analysis.
Unlike the situation with past Cook
lecturers. where one could expect the size

of the audience tp dwindle as the series travail that is like a religious e..xperienre. ·
"If work is a daily negotiation with
progressed, GiamatU's reputation for eloquence seemed to spread throughout the death, leisure is the occasional transcenQuad, drawingstanding-room-onlycrowds dence of death," said Giamatli.
"I will argue that what Americans havefor each of the lectures.
"If everyday were a holiday. then sport created with their obsession with sports Is
would be as tedious as work. " said Gia- a peoples' religion. Where there is a s fat e
matU. opening his address with an epi- religion. a systematic body of belief mangraph \aken from the first part of dated or approved by the slate. as law is to
Shakespeare's Henry N. ·we can learn far Americans. as Confucianjsm was to the
more about the conditions and values of Chinese, as Marxist-Leninism is for the
society by conten;~plattng how it chooses to Soviet Union. as Islam Is for some Moslem
play, to take its leisure. to pursue its retire- countries-so In s uch stales where there is
ments, than by examining how it goes a state religion. you will always have a
about its work," he added.
popular religion. a culture-wide supersti"Work is partner todutyand brother to tion if you will-extremely wide spread . If
obligation. Work is the burden we assume, not commonly and completely adhered to.·
not the one we chose. We may think as said Glamalli. stressing the role of sports
human beings that we choose our work, in pos t-Enlightenment Western culture.
but very few of us, since the dawn of time,
*Before the rise of industrialis m. behave had the choice not to work... Our fore the modern slate. games, and contests
leisure may be the required alternative to and sports in all cultures. retained a mythic.
work, but only because work is the re- or religious or ritualized role or relationquired alternative to death," said Giamatti, ship to some transcendent source of values
who will succeed Peter Ubberoth as com- a nd that since then, these same pursuits.
missioner of baseball on April 1st.
disconnected now from a ny religious s ig"But whatever virtue we make of this nificance, are merely non-utilitarian forms
necessity, work. in this life. Is at its heart a of activity." said Giarnatti. "In this view
negotiation with death. A bargain made games and sports arc rites which have lost
daily a thousand different ways unW the their sacred signification.
"Sports are now merely renee live of all
strength to make that daily deal wanes or
the culture presses past one. Then, not the characteristics of industrial socie ty.
work. but retirement, only at its best lei- including the absence of sacred meaning
sure. ensues.· said Giamatu. maintaining or memory...Junk food for the spirit. withthat leisure is an expression of choice and
obligations a nd
the "freedom for cares.

out nourishment. without history. without
serious purpose," said Glamalli. "At its
best in this view. sports Is a remnant from
an idyllic world. now gone. Me re Maypole
dancing without l11e Maypole.· he added.
During his second meditation. Ciamalti linked the idea of modem sports to
the cities in which they are played. Using
a metaphor that emphasized the artificiality and inorganic character of cities as a
social constructs. he cities are an e-xpress ion of continuity through human will and
Imagination.
"Cities and sports show a common
characteristic, they are both deeply conventional.· said Giamalti. "Conven tion is a
social pattern we choose over what would_
be there in nature. Custom is a habit in
which a sufficient number appear to acquiesce. All culture is convention-putting
design and s hape into a common environment.· he added, noting that spor ts form a
separa te and distinctive subculture.
"Sports can have the character ofcults.
They demand one's total being. one's total
assent. When we move Into the special
world of sport, cult displaces convention,"
said Giamatti, suggesting lhe alcohol and
oU1cr forms of drug abuse can take on
special signiOcance when sports leaves
society's conventional realm and becomes
cullic.
See COMMISSIONER. page NINE
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Valentine's Day is Coming!!

I

Don't Forget Your Loved
Ones and De arest
Friends--Place a Personal
in The Res Gestae's
Valentine's Day Edition,
February 15.

li
50¢ for 25 words.
25¢ for every additional 10 words.

A Bartle tt Giamat ti, president of the National League of Baseball Clubs, will

become the Commissioner of Major League Baseball on April 1s t. Giamatti is t he
former president of Yale University.
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Leak Leads to Asbestos Discovery
By Colin Zick
Asbestos, a known carcinogen, has
forced the closing ofa heavily used women's
bathroom in the basement of the Legal
Research building across from the Snack
Bar. The facility will remain closed pending the results of a scientific analysis of air
samples taken after the removal of the
offensive substance last week.
On Tuesday. January 31. workmen
put up asignpn the bathroom door staling,
"DA.'\GER: ASBESTOS. Canrer and Lung
Disease Hazard. Authorized Personnel
Only. Respirators and Protective Clothing
Required in this Area.· In addition. a ropy
room off the Reading Room has been temporarily closed while workmt·n atkmpt to
remedy the problem.
In the past, asbestos has btt n found in
ihe basement of the La\\')'trs Club. and a
section of the Quadran~le. :\ n:lali\'ch·
common building material lllllll ll
exposed as a canrer causint: a~cnt some
years ago, asbesros remains a probll:ms for
:lUmerous buildings con~tnlltul prior to
1he disco\·ery of its negati\·c ch.lracterisUcs.
Sometime last week, a st~.un pipe in
the wall of the bathroom be~.lll to leak,
cutting off steam heat to a l.uge portion of
the Legal Research bulldin_!!. according to
Ed \"alentine,Industrial Hypcnist with the
Cni\'ers ily Occupational Saft.:t\' and Em·ironmental Health Dcpa rlmrnl.
:\1aintenance personnl'l Jrum the
Uni\'e rsity's Pla nt Department alt(· mptcd
to fL"< the leak. Most pipes at the Law
School a re found ins ide Inte rior walls. and
some materia l had to ripped ~lway to get at
the leak. It was In this mnlcrial thnt the
asbestos was found. Valent inc s l ressed
that th is is ·not a rtenn 11p or a n
accident.. ..There were pipes that had a
leak and ...workers had to remove Insulation to get to the pipe Ins ide the wall.·
Given the age of the Legal Hcsearch
building, Valentine says there wns n ·good

was

chance· offinding asbestos pipe ins ulation
while pursing the leak, as there would be
·on any given pipe on the campus." 1be
Plant Department was well aware of the
dangers involved, according to Valentine.
a nd put eight or nine workers, including its
cerUfied asbestos removers. on the removal
job.
As of now. the removal is complete.
"The actual removal look five hours at the
most. · Valentine said. Now the only thing
holding up the work is that "the !atrj samples
are a t the lab right no'":· · The samples
must pass a test level of .01 asbestos fibe rs
per cubic centimeter of ai r. The lega l
standa rd is .05 fibers, but Valcnllne insists
that his department likes to stay well within
the law.
When questioned about any dnnger to
students and staff from this and other
asbestos in the Law School. Valentine
asserted that the asbestos within the Law
Srhool is not presently a hazard. ;\latcrials
containing asbestos ·present a danger when
the material is damac;ed and becomes friable. · 'Friable' is a term defined by the
Em·ironrnental Protection At;enry. :\laterial is said to be 'friable' "when it conlains
1% or more asbestos and can be easily
crushed.· And. as of now. Va lentine knows
of no other friable asbestos within the Law
School.
To insure that the asbes tos in the air
due to the remo\'al project does not leave
that aren. the air in the bathroom is presen tly conta ined and filtered by a HEP (High
Efficiency Particulate) filte r. Outside air
can come in. but before that air can leave.
asbestos . plaster and other s u bstances are
fill ered out.
Over the weekend. work continued on
fixing the s team pipe. Valentine says that
work is close to completion, and the reopening of the bathroom will then only
depend on meeting lhe proper air standards.

FBI To Be Kept
Out This Year
elsewhere." said Bollinger. ·our policy is
the s trongest when we a re dealing with
was merely an allempt to maintain equi- incidents that have taken place on our
table e nforcement of a \'Cry Important campus .· added the Dean. noting that he
rule.
tried to contact the FBI to get a clariflca- 1
Bollinger noted that the Law School lion of their policy before and after the 1
has added language that prohibits dis- rut:ng.
crimina tion on the basis of sexunl orien"At the point where itt he su it was still
talion to its policy. According to him. this In the allegation stage. I did write a letter
was achieved after a lengthy effort that to FBI Director William Sessions expresswas initially opposed by the recently- ing my concern about the situation and
departed central adminis tration of former asking fora statement oftheorganization·s
l:ni\'ers ity President llarold Sh<lpiro.
policy on equal opportunity.· said Boll inHe insisted that banning an organl- ger.
"He sent me a letter which outlined
zation would be automatic if they were
found to be engaging in practices offen- the Bureau's position on equal opponuSi\'e to the anti-discrimination policy.
nity and non-discrimination and urged
·A d ifficult problem arises when I here me to aUow them to be permitted to recruit
Is nothing more than allegations of a dis- on campus," added rhe Dean. explaining
crimin a tory policy and where there have that a letter sent to Session after the
been Lsol.a ted lnciden ls of dis crt m l_n_a_tt_o_n_:-'
ru"""l"in
"'-..!g"-_"h-:..
a:...~.=...-~,::?-f-L.;:.d:;._ra~-':.;.~
:;.-..;.~~.:.:
~e::~:.tP::o::;~:.::.:::::e·:...___________.._. _
Continued from page ONE

pboto by Kcri Cbcaowcth

Industrial tape and heavy plastic help contain asbestos fibers released during repair
work on a leaking pipe in the Legal Research Building.

Committee to Discuss
B&M Status
Continued from page ONE
hiring commillee of Baker & McKenzie.
Robert Cox. chairman of the hiring committee, verified the incident's occurrence
a nd s tated that "the attorney's behavoir
was clearly represehensible and went well
beyond the bounds of what is appropriate
behavoir.• Cox noted these comments
were made as a stress test for the applicant
a nd the firm does ·not condone these statements.· The fum has officially apologized
to Colden and O'Kane has taken a volentary leave of absence.
Dean Stone noted the firm would be
Invited back in the following year after it
told the school in writing how it wou ld deal
with this Incident. Cox staled that the firm
has begun an in-house review of the incident and would make d isciplinary decisions within the ne.-xt few weeks.
Woo noted that during the process,
Baker & McKenzie had acted · responsively
a nd with a good deal of integrety. • However. even though the firm has disavowed
O'Kane's actions, it must be "held responsible for the people they send. · Woo and
Colden both hope that something posith·e
can come out of this incident. He s tated
that incidents may go un reported each
year. Woo h opes that students will follow
up on their complaints and that this occurance will warn firms that they will be
held accountable for racist actions.
Cox echoed Woo's hopes for the resolution of this incident. He indicated that if
the occurance can serve to revitalize our

concern to these Issues then we have accomplised something poslllve from this
incident. Cox slated tha t Baker & McKenzie has offices worldwide and prides itself
on being a multicultural firm.
Nancy Kreiger. Director of the Placement Office at Michigan. noted that as of
Feburary 6. she had not spoken to anyone
at Baker & McKenzie about the Incident.
Kreiger learned of it late last week. contacted the firm and awaits a res ponse. No
official action has been announced by the
Univers ity of Michigan Law School. Officals at Baker & McKenzie have allempled
to contact Dean Lee Bolinger about the
matter.
The UnlversityofMichtgan Law School
has not banned a firm from coming to
interview since the 1970s. During the ea rly
seventies. firms the Law School banned
firms for racia l. sexual and religious dis ::riminatlon. Kreiger s tated that. in the
past. the Law School has never taken action against a finn solely because another
school had.
Woo commented t.hat each law school
is diiTerent and wUI have to decide on its
own wha t actions to take. He Indicated
that law schools should wait until the rtrm
has responded to Dean Stone's letter. The
LSSS Placement Commiltee will meet o n
Thursday. Chairperson Sam SU\'er said
that he anticipates the matter \\ill be discussed a t tha t time.
Paul Czamota also contributed to this
article.
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Classifieds
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/I

Submit p ieces w/ proper remittance (5 0 ¢/firs t 2 5 words, 25¢/each a dd . 10 ~or~s)
t o Lisa Salvia's p endaflex by n oon Mondays . (2L) Not ices for s tudent orgaruz a tlons
in good standing with the R G a re free.

/l/1 For Sale or Rent

Chief: I'm hurt. An "alleged hockey fan·
wouldn't drh•e 550 miles last weekend just
to be with the hockey players of her choice!
849-DB

Sublet March 1 - Sept. 1. One bedroom
apt. Great location. close to X. Campus.
1\vo pools. tennis. sauna. clubhouse private bakony. Cal1996-&143 or 764-9340.

Tequila Fest is coming. Tequila Fest is
coming.

Three female law students need a nonsmoking female to share a bedroom in a
modern 3 bedroom apt. beginning midMay. Fully furnished. central a/c. microwave. 2 full bathrooms. covered parking.
sundeck. washer/dryer in bldg. 2 blks
from Law School. $298/mUl (includes
h eat. Call Christine or S haron at 9955745.

Rotlssa rlans: Long li\'e Gruber. the second-sacker!
The Habeas Corpse
Tha nks . Brooks .
Rick's American Cafe
Hey Guys. there's a sale on Wesson a t
Kroger!
Bohica
Tha nk you Zousmer Family. We had a
wonderful time.
Congratula tions Hershel Reichert on bowling a 229. Put on some weight a nd try it
again.
Sorry Marla.

Spring- S ummer Sublet. Mid- ~1 ay through
Aug. 2 bedroom a pt. Clean. with large
deck and large rooms. a/c. some utilities
Included. $500/mlh negot. Close to
campus . Call and leave message. Ka ren or
Sandra at 665-3850.

I

not it ~s

I

I

L.: :=====================

The Mich igan Union Board of Representatives, a n advisory bard to the Director of
Diane: l don't choose the photos either. the Mich igan Union and Nort h Campus
Lljlonmanla Is out of control. Sorry again. Commons, is accepting application for its
s.o. student representatives. Work with faculty. staff. and alumni in policy setting.
Cactus Stomper - Ifyou. Gump & any other public relations, and long term planning.
alleged Whirleyballers want a lesson. class Application and information at the CIC
Is In session! There will be an after-school Desk in the Union. or contact Rob LoPrete
snack of crow provided free of charge.
(662-8 157 or by 3L pendafle.x)
W.G.

The Lawyers Club Room Re-Application for
1989-90 will soon be upon us. Here arc
some important dales to remember if you
plan to live in the Lawyers Club next yt·ar:
Marrh 13 & 14: Sign up to retain your
present room. Lawyers Club i\lain Desk.
March 15 & 16: Sign the lease for you
present room ofyou ha\'e chosen to retain
it. Lawyers Club Main Desk.
March 16: Students currently li\'inl! out
side the Club and wishing to sign a 1989
90 Club Lease mus t sub111it an applicatio n to the Club's Main Desk.
March 20: Pu ll a lottery number within
your priority. Main Lounge of the Club
from 10 am to 2 pm.
March 2 1 & 22: Choose a room and si~n a
lease. You wilt be assigned a 5 minute
ap pt. to ch oose yo ur room a nd sign a
lease. Appt. will be made according to
priority of lotte ry nu mber \vilhin seniority. You mus t sign a lease to hold a room
in the Club.
A s tudent who signs up to retain her/his
current room is not eligible to partir! pate In
the Lolte1y. Com plete room lisls, prices ,
a nd room re-applica tion process poliC'ies
will be available a l the Clt1b's Desk begin ning March 7 , 1989.

BLSA is sponsoring a balloon Valentine
sale. Give you sweetheart a bouquet of
balloons for Valentine's Day. Orders wHI be
taken Februa ry 12th and 13th in front of
Hoom 100. The orders ran be pirked up on
Valentine's Day.

BALSA Dating
Game

Law

School

Stude nt

Sen a t e

president Danielle
Carr

poses

a

question during the
"Dating Game," an
event sponsored by
the

Black Law

Students Alliance
on January 28.

Three eager contestants ponder the possibility of an
expense paid evening with Danielle Carr.

Spend A 1\il!ht With Lady Luck!! - The
LSSS Soria! Colllmittee hearlily invites
e\'cryone to: CASINO J\'!GHT '89 on Sal.
Feb.' li th from9 pm to lam in The Lawyers
Club. Come sh immy and shake to the
sounds of a ltve swing band: pu t your glad
raj!s on and l!i\'e the wheel a spin. From
blackjark to roull'l te there will be games to
test your skill as well as your luck. So
master that poker fare and give the dice a
roll this Saturday night. Semi-formal attire is required. Please b ring you r law
school ID. So... do ya fee l lucky???
The Famtly Law Project is looking for a
Summer Coordinator for Summer 1989.
Duties include client contact and represen tation. office management. a n d ot herwise working with ind igent vic lims of
domestic violence in Was htenaw County.
For more information. contac t Christine
DrylieorJuliaStronksat753-659 1. Resumes should be submitted by Friday. :\1arch
3. The Summer Coordinator position has
been funded by an SFF gran t in past years.
Hcrognized s tudent organiza tion s in good
s tanding with The Res Gestae m ay place
notices in this section of u pcoming events
nnd meelinl!s free of charge. Submit the
piere either typewritten or neatly printed
on a shl·ct of paper to Lisa Salvia's pcndaflex by noon Monday before p ublication.

Michigan Group Opposes
Privacy Statutes
By John Mueller
'
1\\·o weeks ago, David Piontkowsky. a
prh·ate attorney who also works with the
:-~irhiga n OrganiZation for Human Rights
t:•lOHR). led a discussion on Michigan's
g;o:.s indecency statutes.
l11ree sections ofU1e statute pertain to
e..-ery citize n regardless of his or her sexual
orientation. One section applie~ to acts
between men. a second applies to act::;
between women. and a third applies to acts
C:oetween men and women. Each M.'Ciion
fi)ahes it a felony for a person to commit
any act of gross indecency with another
person in public or in pri\•ate. If COIWictccl
the person faces imprisonment for not more
man fl\·e years or a ftne of not more than
~2500.

Pionlkowsky believes that ·the gross
:ndecency statutes have been interpreted
i:J a number of strange ways. · He cited a
case where a p olice officer approached a
3eterosexual couple in a car and found the
wman masturbating the man with her
:and. The court mled it was not g ross
odecency becau se it could lead to ·nomJa l'
iJi;ercourse. Pionlkowsky pointed out that
~1ere are recent cases involving two menln
;:;nUar s ituations. A trial court found a
oan guilty of g ross indecency for fondli ng
allllther man's penis through his pants.
That case is currently on appeal.
The la ws are not just limited to homo~xual condu ct. In People u. n ·wnmdl.
-;"rammell was convicted for ~ross indecencywhen his girlfriend. who was \'isiting

him at Marquette prison. st::uied to masturbate Trammell.
The Michigan Court of Appeals ruled
that gross indecency is always a matter for
the jury. The appel late argument. that the
{!ross indecency statute is vague s ince it
docs not clearly define the conduct which
is prohibited. was held to be insufficient.
Cross indecency is always a question of
fact.
Piontkowsky says tha t MOHR's ultimate goal is to get the Michigan Supreme
Court to re,•iew the statute. MOHR. a n
organization which a ssis ts people who are
discriminated against because of their
sexual orientation. has filed a laws uit
aqainstthe Wayne County Prosecutor and
against Frank Kelly. Chief Law Enforcement Officer of ?11ichigan.
MOIIR believes that U1e gross Indecency s tatutes are a violation of the right to
privacy. It is asking the Michiga n courts to
declare them unconstitution al. Pionlkowsky says that the Michigan constitution
ran interpret privacy rights broadly. "The
question is. docs it? " Pion! kows h')' added.
MOIIR carefully selected twe lve plaintiffs for this action. which began las t June.
They ronsist of heterosexual married and
non-married people. homose.xua ls . and the
physically disabled.
Piontkows ky says the reason for so
many plaintiffs is that ·we want to try to
identify for the court how their laws affect
people's li\·es. What impact it has on them
See INDECENCY, pag e ELEVEN

Commissioner Speaks
on Sport and Society
Con t in ucd from page SIX
~.!oreO\·er.

he insisted that wl,t 11

\\111-

r...r:, becomes more important tiJ.tt the
:Y- .idual s port under consideration.< hl' 11_metastasizes like a mah!!n:1 nt < ,IIH't r.
Tiolence ~rows organic dly II 111 the
- ene r~ used in pi<~) in~ the~ 111 ·" ucl
rnatli. maintaininl( thnt l'( 1111 1111 111
- ally emerges fr Ill the I ,,)
f
: raint and release m an :11 titre 1 tnd
.... ed upon format
"Cheating. howcn:r. h.1s n ,
-sin a ~a rne . It b a p1env· I
h stnkes at the ht'm t of c m
I ensh·c Lo the b asts <tS~lllllJ
pla~ing field: sa1d G1am.~t •
un~er to win can come at any 1.
e cost f de::.tropn" the g,lllt .
1 ly
· ntext in which winninq has '"'Y mo.:.tlllltl(
- 1:
Tumtng to the issue of equal oppnt tu• ·-. Giamatll lauded n 1jor le,1~ue
~hall's important role in fo!>terin !! ~n·.tt<•r
~uality in American society. hut du h:d
t ~port for failing to dcliYer on ih hnl.!ht
~romises.

"Baseball changed Americn. " :--,lid
Gramatti. explaining the si~n ifi cancc of
la•IUe Robinson's entry into the majors as
tht first black ballplayer in 1947. · tt was
lntnonnously important evcnt: he added.
IIOling lhat baseball chose the voluntary

pnlh to desegregation before a presidential
cxecu t tve orderclescgregatccllhc U.S. Army
or the Supreme Court's 195·1 Brown u.
Dow·cl of Education decision ended stale
!>upport for se)!rcgatcd schools and public
;wromrl( In t ions.
"Ba ·<'ball made a trenH'ndous promise
,md it J.nlcd to <k·h\'er completely: said
G1amalli. "It chcntecl itself by n ot fufilhng
the \'CI)' prom1-..e th,ll it made." he added.
::;Ui.!!!t'!->tin!! that the failure was in not pro\ 1dmg equal post pl.tymg c-areer opportunitt~ s to l>l.tck~.tnd other minorities. "Games
111 \".tnOth "·'Y~ arc soc'J<tl a~recmcnb to
h\'C iJ\'."Fun b deri\'Cd from hoax. which is
d~ m-cd Irom 'to make a Jool of." said Gialllltti. "\\'ht·n you are h<nin~ fun. the
I:n!!li"h bn!!ua(!e want:; to re mind you
that you are foolinl( yourself.· he ad~lcd.
1 1 ,,·in!! to the issue of the incre;-tsin~ commercialization ofleisure in the t.;niled Slates
, nd the role of cable telension in ach·anCIJl!f
that trend away from the more com·cn~
t1onalmodes of spectator sports.
"11le inclination to prh•atize leisure \\ill
only fed by the incredible capacity to do
so.· sa~d Giamatti. musing that in terplanetary sports contests performed on space
platforms and telecast live via satellite may
one clay be the staple of "conventional"
American households.

Professor Ma thias Reimann works at his desk in Legal Research. Reima nn bad planned to
spen d his entire sabbati cal in Italy, but he s uffered a compound leg fracture inn s ky diving
accident over Christmas. He will return to Italy when his leg b as healed enough t o be m obile.

Korematsu to Speak on
Japaneselnter.nment
By Eunice Park
Fred Korematsu will be speaking on
the landmark Supreme Court case Kore·
malsu u. U. S. this Thursday at 4 p.m. in
Hutchins 100.
The lecture will focus on the upholding
oft he constitutionality of Japanese-American internment during World War II in that
case. and willfeaturea screening of the film

ered under the Freedom of Information Act
re\·ealed that government attorneys suppressed key evidence and authoritative
reports from the Office of :\a\'al Intelligence. the FB.l .. the Federal Communications Commission. and Army Intelligence
which flatly contradicted the gm·ernment
claim thatJapenseAmericans were a threat
to security.
Edward Ennis. Director of the Allen
Unfinished Business.
An American citizen. Koremats u was Enemy Control 01\ision of the Justice
convicted on September 8. 1942 for refus- Department and the attorney respons1ble
ing to obey military orders leading up to the for supervising the drafting of the Justice
mass racial internment of 110,000 Japa- Department briefin Korematsu u. the United
nese Americans. more than half of whom Stales. ach·ised Solicitor General Charles
Fahy in April of 1943 that ·we mus t conwere American citizens.
Specifically. Korematsu was convicted sider most carefully what our obli(!ation to
of being in a place from which all persons the Cou rt is In view of the fact that the
of Ja panese ancestry were excluded pur- responsible Intelligence Agency regarded
suant to Civilian Exclus ion Order No. 34 selective evacuations as not only sufficient
issued by Commanding General J.L. by preferable (to ma'>s evacuation]:
In an attempt to alert the Supreme
DeWitt.
I<orema tsu·s conviction was upheld by Court of the falsity of the military claims.
the U.S. Supreme Court in 194-l. when the Ju&!Jce Depart ment Attorney. John Burlhigh cot.rt accepted the government repre- ing. also responsible for drafting portions
sentations that the intemmen t camps were of the 1\oremat~u brid. inserted a footnote
slating tha t such allegations \n·rc in conjustified by ·military necessity."
flict with information in the pc•'-St·ssion of
The Court's findin~ of "milital)· neces
sity" was based on the representation of the Department of Justice.
KorC'mal ':>ll filed a petition for a \\Ttl of
~overnment lawyers that J apnese Ameli cans were committing espionage and sabo- error coram nobis , a pel! lion to <c rrect
tage by signalin g enemy sh ips from shore. "fundamental t'tTOr:>" or more ·m, 11ife::.t
HoweYer. documents recently disco\'·
See lNTER.."iMENT. page ELEVE:"(

kinko·s·

the copy center

Send copies across the nation
Open 7 Days
or around the world.
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Professor Discusses Legality of
Liberation Struggles
Continued from page ONE
the notion of the "Civilizing Mission· in
France." said Quigley. referring to the two
leading European colonial powers during
the last century. "However, this was an
obligation de\'Oid ofcommitment,- he added.
asserting that these ideas were noU1ing
more than a transparent justification for
repressive direct rule and economic exploitation of labor and natural resources.
According to his analysis. following
World War I. when the League of Nations
had to decide what was to be clone with
colonial possessions stripped from Germany and Turkey. international opinion
began ac-cumulating in favor of ruling former colonial possessions not as permanent colonies, but as temporary protectorales under mandates calling for eventual
self-delennination.
These arrangements gave no lice lo the
European powers that the old era of colonialism was coming to an end and the political and military SO\'ereignty would e\'entually have to yield to popular democracy.
The second stage in the development of
distinctions between the lawful and unlawful use of force in pursuit of national liberation took place with the adoption of the
charter of the United Nations.
111e principle ofself-cleterrninalion was
adopted as the guiding principle of the UN.-

said Quigley. noting that this reality did
not represent the Immediate demise of colonialism or instant independence, but it
did prevent the extension or elaboration of
colonial practices.
"During the 1960s and 1970s there
was a general affirmation of the right of
people to be free. but the UN was never
really clear about the types of people being
referred to: said Quigley. "Also. in the 60s
and 70s, there developed a corollary to the
right to self-determination and ilial was
the right to use force in the attempt to
achieve self-determination.·
In an attempt to illustrate his thesis.
Quigley cited the example of tiny Portugal
and its African colonies of Angola, Mozam.
bique. and Guinea. which had begun to
rebel \'ia violent and persistent liberation
rno\·ements in the 1970s.
"The Security Council look the view
that Portugal was in the wrong and thallhe
liberations mo\'ements had the right to
independence. The legality of the fighting
between iliem would find Portugal in the
wrong: said Quigley.
Furthermore. in 1965. Rhodesia {which
became Zimbabwe in 1980) broke away
from the British Commonwealth with the
white government under Prime Minister
Ian Smith making a Universal Declaration
of Independence (UDI). The U:'li reacted to

this tactic by declaring Rhodesia a renegade state that was offensive to international security.
"The General Assembly and the SecurityCou neil took very strong stands against
this action. The establishment of this
government acted as a threat to peace.
which gives rise to several options against
the country that is the threat: said Quigley.
"They U:'li instituted a commercial and
diplomatic boycott that lasted for 15
years ...Thcre has been a similar expres·
sion w1th regards to South Afric-a:
·1n 1974. the General Assembly considered the question of 'what constitutes
aggression?: said Quigley. !'hey made a
very speC'ific except ton to the usc oflorC'e by
national liberation movements." he added.
nolin~ that curbs on the use of force included disdain for arts of violenc-e directed
at civilian targets. which arc ollrn refe1Ted
to "unck·r the va~uc rubric" of terrorism:
Quigley noted that a rec-ent rneelin~
with PLO Chairman Yasir Ar<lfat had con
vinccd him that the organization was
comrniitcd to pursuing a negoliaied selllement that recognizes Israel's right to exist
while at the same tirne maintains the PLO's
right to use forc-e In pursuit of its objec-tives.
"I don't see a contradiction here: said
Quigley.

During a question and answer session
following prepared remarks. Quigley responded to a question abou t the International Law Commission's Article 27. or an
intent standard for countries furnishing
aid to other nations known to be praclicin~
alien occupation or otherwise depming
JX'Ople of thei r right of self-determination.
Sperilkally. ilie question concern«!
the ec-onomic and political relalionsh:p
between the U.S. and Israel and the alle~a
tion th<~t t\merican economic assistance
ma\· help Israel build Jewish setUemen:s
on ·the o<rup1ecl \\'est Bank.
Qui de) insisted that the rele\·ant 'ta;,.
clare! tor a violnt ion of inlemalional Ia·.\·
should be ·the probability· of assisting tl:e
olkndinl! nation in the suppress10n oi an
orr11pied pLoplcs' ril!ht to self-clett:rnm.allon. In J~1CI. he suggested the Model Pena!
Code's "knowledge" or "recklessness· stand,lrd as a rdc\'ant point of comparison fGr
alle[!ecl \'iolat ions.
Quu.,ky snicl the that the U.S. Senate
hns ronsiderccl reducing a id to Israel by the
amount thai the Jewis h stale invests in
sl'tllemt·nt:; on the West Bank. Howe\'e.
the measu1 e was defeated and has not
been resurrec-ted in subsequ ent proceed·
ings.

Sprin g Excursion To Europe
May 16 - May 26) 1989
The Law School will be organizing a didactic spring excursion to Europe to visit the headquarters of various
international organizations. Professors Weiler and Simma will meet with the group at the various institutions.
Students will also meet high ranking officials of these organizations.
ITINERARY:
The International Court of J ustice in the Hague, the Commission of the European Communities in Brussels, the
European Court of Justice in Luxembourg, the European Parliament and the Court of Human Rights in
Strassburg, the German Foreign Ministry in Bonn and the United Nations, the Red Cross and the GATT headquarters in Geneva.
Group travel and accomodations during the excursion in Europe will be prearranged by the Law School.
Students must aiTange their own transportation to and from Europe and should plan on being in Luxembourg
on May 16th. The first scheduled visit will be at the European Court of Justice at 9:00a.m. on May 17th .
Estimated cost for the trip (assuming purchase of student discount airfare a nd double occupancy) is approrimately $1,200 plus food and incidental expenses.
Applications forms and an information sheet are available from Roberta in Room 307 Hutchins Hall.
The Law School's Financial Aid Office will arrange special loans for the excursion.
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Help.
Our Cities.

Our Oceans.
Our Trees.

Public Interest Conference
Explores Alternatives to
Corporate Practice

Our Towns.
By Eunice Park
The Law School held Its annual Public
Our Rivers.
Interest LawConferer.ce this past weekend
in Hutch ins Hall. By s ponsoring the conOur Air.
ference. th e Placement Office and National
Our Moum:ains.
Lawyers Guild hoped to present interested
law students with some of the poss ibilities
Our Plants.
a
nd opportunities for rewarding legal caOur F'tshes.
reers in areas other than corpora te pracOur Screams.
tice.
Attorneys from various legal sectors.
Our Desern.
including government agencies. legal aid
Our Lakes.
clinics. and advocacy groups , spoke SaturOur TOll'\OITOWS.
day to committees of students on a range of
topics including: civil rights, health law.
starting a firm. women's issues, government, environmental law. and criminal law.
Give a hoot.
Sunday's committees addressed legal
Don't pollute.
services.
international law, labor law. and
Foresl Service. U.S.QA. 1'a1
a lternatives to practice.
The International Law committee featured speakers Noel J. Saleh, a private
practitioner in Detroit whose work is limited to immigration law; Binaifer 1\'owrojee.
a Columbia law s tudent who will begin
working for the New York-based Lawyer's
Committee for H11man Rights in New York
when she gra duates this s pring: and Terri
a selective record."
Continued from page TEN
Morency. co-chairperson for the Detroit
T.JUSlice.- alleging that a fra ud had been
In concluding tha t corm nobis relief Metro Legal Support Network, a branch of
committed upon the Court. a nd tha t high exists for a claim of prosecutoria l impropri- Amnes ty International.
g<l'.'ernment offi cia ls and J ustice Dcpa rt- ety, Patel wrote, "The judicial process is
Saleh characterized lmmigration law
serious ly Impa ired when the government's a~ adminis trative a nd having ·very little to
r.ient lawyers knew that there was no fac .Jal basis for the clalm of "military ncces- law enforcement officers violate the ir ethi- do with concepts ofequity and substanUve
Sl:j':
cal obliagalions to the Court.
due process.· However. despite these res"Today the decision in Koremalsu lies ervations about th e overall character of the
J udge Marily Patel ruled in the Fedcrnl
D-.strict Court in 1983 that the claim of overnllcd in the court of his tory.discipline. he described his pra cUce as
:tHtary necess ity was based upon u ns ubPa tel's comments urged caution so that "extremely rewarding.·
)lanliated distortions and represen tal ions "in li mes of distress the shield of military
"The stimulating e nd is the human
mose views ·were serious ly infected by necess ity a nd nationa l security· are not interaction you develop with your clients
acism.·
used to protect governmental actions from a nd the different realities outside the norShe cited the instance of the original close scm liny.
mative U.S. middle class reality which one
3::rtJtg footnote which revea led that the
"Korematsu ... stands as a ca ution that becomes aware of. ·
Justrce Depa rtment attorneys possessed in times of intem ational hos tility and
:t;x>ns con tradictory to the a llegation sof antagonisms our ins titutions .. .mus t be
prepared to e.xe rcise their a uthority to
~p10nage and sabotage.
On April 19. 1984. Pate l lssm·d her protect a ll citizens from the petty fears a nd
t•nuen opinion vacating Korematsu·f. con- prejudices that a re so easily a roused.·
',l~Jon: · o mitted from the reports preIrifomwtion was provided by the San
Con t inued from p age TWO
5e:l1ed to the cou rs was iniformaUon ... which
Fra ncisco law f mn of Minami, Lew. Tamaki Michelle's mother had spent s Lx years of
Gir clly contradicted General De\\'Ht's &Lee.
worry and insecurity wiUl absolutely no
statements. 11t us. the Courl had bdorc ll
e nd in s ight. The case had dra ined the
fa ther as well. He owed his friends and
attorney thousands of dollars. he had fi nanced much of the case with a second
mortgage and he faced bankruptcy.
Pa rt of the responsibility for the never
ending legal battle fell on the shoulders of
the pare nts. but I directed most of my
acter. The coun~el plans to proceed in a anger at the cou rt because it just didn't
Continued fro m page TE::'i
t' ryday in the way people percei\'e thcmcareful manner. relying on testimony from seem to give a damn. The judge didn't
St cSand in the way they rela te lo ot he r~:
e.xperts a nd professionals familia r with notice tha t this case had been going for sLx
For insta nce, the gross incleccnry s tnt- U1ese laws.
years. the father's a ttorney effectively saboctes might prohibit some arts which may
Also. he ma intains tha t the s tatutes taged any chance of a fu ll hearing and the
tt lht only sexual e.xpression available to have been used with increased frequency overcrowded docke t turned one conflict
s :neone who is physically unable to ha\'e on gay men as a method of sexual discrimi- intoanother se\·eral-month delay. In short,
i."ltercourse. This is the the01y behind nation. "It's a statute we don't need. The U1e cumula tive effect of ma ny minor delays
cond uct is really better cove red by misde- plus a general lack of concern had turned
ba\'tng a dis abled pla intiff.
Piontkowsky believes that the case is meanor sta tutes now in e."<.is tence. We this case into something ha rdly resembling
Important for establishing In the court's don·t need a felony s tatute for those situ- justice. let alone dispute resolutior..
omdas well as the public's perception that a tions.·
Back to law school. I took another
gays and lesbia ns a re of solid moral cha rcourse las t se meste r: Jur isdiction and

Our Forests.

Internntent Subject of
Hutchins Lecture

A former member of the Executive
Board of the National Lawyers Guild. Saleh
predicted tha t a n increasing number of
a ttorneys will begin to practice refugee law.
pa rticula rly because the current foreign
policy in vogue in Washington "is probably
not going to be based on a n accepta nce tha t
there a re subs tantial hum an rights violations in the world.·
As a result. there wiU be more Individuals havlng a \veil-founded fear of persecution· as well as a general incr ease In
the fear of civil tu rmoil, Saleh stated .
Sim ila rly aimed at eliminating huma ns
rights' violations is Nowrojee's work with
the La\'•}'er's Committee. "If Michigan Law
Is anything like Columbia,· Nowrojee premised. ·u is very difficult to find out anything
about public interest law...but it's worth
your while to make the effort to find out
about it."
,
Among the work N~ojee does at the
Africa Desk are petitioning various governments about their allege(! hu ma n rights
violations . · especially sfnce the Reagan
administration was e.xtr~ely harmful to
people of color.· and pre~ g Congress so
that cou ntries violating hWt1an righ ts "will
ha\·e aid sus pended until the situation Is
improved."
~
Morency's organiza.\,Loft uses an analogous tactic by pressuring_,overnments
to
"
release political prisoners th rough le tterwriting campaigns specl~ally directed by
Amnesty Interna tional. •
"It is very easy for ~ers to gel Involved because writing s uch a letter Is not
extremely time-consuming· and most
importantly. Morency asserted. "it works.Professor David Chambers was the
keynote speaker featureQ during lunch.
which was provided by tbe conference. on
Saturday.
••

Revelations of a Neophyte

MOHR Opposes Michigan
Indecency Laws

Choice of Law. We lear ned the us ual
procedural s tuff. but never took a hard
look at the costs of delay. Ye t in the clinic
1 had e.xperie nced what I cons idered the
comple te failure ofour sys tem. based solely
on the ability to delay the proceedings. All
the rights. tesls . procedures a nd welldrafted statutes weren't worth much. But
the Law School. and my proced ure classes
in particula r. continued without even a
second glance.
I don't propose the Law School devote
a course to delay In the court syste ms. but
someone ough t to s tart thinking about the
cost we pay for each added procedure. for
each test. for each elemen t of prepa ra tion
and for e\·ery discovery req uest. Michigan
s hould start addressing some of the most
serious Issues facing the American court
system. On a broader level, law schools
must generate ideas to solve problems s uch
as delay. or the educalion we receive wiH
become increasingly irrelevant.

,_a. o.u. - rdnuJ a, 1888 -,.,..,..
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Wrath of THONGS Part XXIV
By Steve Olson
"Hockey? can't you get hurt doing that?" pondered
the ever masculine. yet lovely and talented father of Diane
Lifton , in what would soon be seen as a truly prophetic
premonition. This bit of foreshadoWing aside. the Thongs
on Ice Championship Express was temporarily derailed
las t Wednesday night as the beloved law school hockey
team lost a hard luck struggle to a bunch of arrogant
bastards from the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. 3 to 2.
It was clear from the start that thJs was a different
breed of weasel than previous Thong opponents: these
ATQ tlshheads could actually skate. These used Kleenexes-on-lcewereon the attack from the startandwereable
to rtfle off five shots at our he lpless netmJnder before the
Thongs were able to clear the puck to center ice.
It was to be but the beginning of a long night for rookie
Thonggoaltendcr Dan "Barney· Miller. The enormous Mr.
Miller got the call as undefeated all-star goalie Ted "Turtle"
Schneck was given a well-deserved night off by Thong
captain Adam "AJn"t that a· Sh ayne. Mr. Miller was
tremendous In goal. rejecting all but three of an estimated
37.000 ATO shots on goal But these freaks of nature
slipped the puck past! he subslitule Schneck just over two
minutes into the game. Things looked bleak for the oncemighty Thongs.
But then Chris "I feel pretty" White decided to teach
the ATO aardvark-haters some manners. With three
minutes remaining In the period. Mr. White stole the puck.
caused the lone mutant defender to spin around and lip
over, and then faked the hermaphrodite goalie halfway to
Ypsilanti before genUy depositing the puck into the back
of the nel Pretty yes. but the more attractive was yet to
come.
With thirty seconds remaining in the period. the
resplendent Mr. White took the puck from in front of his
own net. weaved his way through all five ATO skating
abnormalities. and left them cowering along the boards
with their heads on backwards. The terrified goalie then
did his best to stay out of the Great White's Way as Mr.
Magnlflcent hammered home another gorgeous. yet picturesque goal. "He's a lovely man. A lovely man.·
concluded Allison Zousmer's Impressive father. "I've had
the worst gas since I've been on medication.· concurred a
content Matt "The Broken Stork" Rosser.
The Thong faithfu l didn't see much of the second
period as all the action took place at the other end of the
Ice. around the Thong net. The ATO genetic mishaps
lucked their way into two more goals on 18.000 second
period shots.
With no further second period action. this space will
be used to get a features editor off my back by mentioning
more first-years. The undead and sweet smelling Pam
Barkin was in attendance at the game. as were Felice Liang
with her dimples, Danetta Beaushaw with her knees.
Monica Baum with herwhJpped cream. and Chris Fleming
with her friend Super Dave Stlllman. hockey great.
The third period contained no scortng. but end to end
acUon. Luke Simon, 'JYler Paetkau, Lisa McCormick.
Cap'n Shayne. Dlck Mugei, and Hal Burroughs performed
brtlliantly In a losing effort. Joe Girardot celebrated his IM
hockey debut by doing a flying body slam on the helpless
puck. and Dave Breuch made the most Innovative defensive play of the season by knocking over hJs own goalie and
sliding Into the nel "I'm so glad I threw up before the game
or else It would have been all over the bench,· commented
a justlfiably proud Matt "The Gimpy Stork" Rosser.
The Thongs had numerous opportunities to tie the
score throughout the period, but came up a little short
each time. At the one minute mark a goat-lipped ATO
defender was given a three minute penalty for being an
obn oxious jerk. But the obtuse referees, who had been
watchJng the entire game With their whistles out of thier
mouths and their heads In the frosty clouds of the beautiful Yost Arena, let twenty precious seconds tick ofT the
clock. Despite a miraculous effort, not even the Thong allstar line could score in the final forty seconds. thus our

heros went down to their first defeat of the season.
Far more unfortunate than this setback. however. was
the Joss of Matt "The Fractured Flamingo· Rosser. Early
in the first period, this heroic emu dove onto the ice to
blockashol AnATOmutation then smashed the puck off
Rosser's pinky finger. breaking it in three places a nd
grounding the Stork for four weeks. This valiant yet
foolhardy crippled chJcken insisted on playing the remainder ofthe game with hJs finger facing sideways and turning
purple. As a result. the courageous center may have torn

his tendon and thus may never be able to straighten t.h
finger again.
Although he set a Michigan law s chool record ~
ma kJng his fourth trip to the emergency room sino
beginning classes here. this honor was oflittle value to th
Golden Klutz whose consistent a nd flamboyant play V.J .
be sorely missed by fans and teammates alike. As ~1r
Compound Fracture's former linemate L.T. Ufton tearful1
e.xclaimed. "He's a big old goober. but he's our MalL-

See REVENGE, page THffiTEEN
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ACROSS
David. Shawn, Ted or Butch
Hopon_
'Wishing wen· stnger's monogram
Greek goddess of wisdom or Who hlt of
the early '80s
Outpost or homespun storyteller Keillor
Sen. Stevens of old, to his friends
Folksinger Holly (who guest-starred In
an episode of 7 Down)
Lisa immortalized by Leo and Nat
Cheerful conunand of7 Down themesong
Mencken initials
Kinks leader Davies, Favorite Martian
Walston , or Georg ia Tech a lu m
Brutomesso
·_ you experienced?"
Russian affinnatlve or greaser 'do
Baseball stat.
Ellington: "Mood _ _•
West, Ant. Smith or 12
Dactyl hexamctrist of Metamorphoses
fame
Initials of Cummings or Fractured
Fairytales narrator !lorton
Yeats Initials
Deli fave or S\vinging mana~cr KJn<·aid
from 7 Down

~.

Plan
~take

5;.
56.
58.

~:
63.
64.
66.
68.
69.

71.
i2.

iJ.

a mistake

Clothing
Howard or Hubbard
Subconcious
BRD currency
Austen novel or Mrs. Peel
Cable lVs highest honor
Interment
Et or eres
Donna, Jerry, or minu te
Factory or philosopher John Stuart
Chern. symbol for tin
Cinch, cake
DeBeauvolr or family dog on 7 Down

2.
3.
4

5.
6

i.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
14.
15.
18.
21.
22.
27.
29.
31 .
32.
33.
34.
36.
39.
4 1.
43.
44.
47.
49.
53.
55.
56.
57.
59.
60.
62.

64.
65.
66.
67.
70.

Monster hit for MFSB and Soul Train
themesong
Wally Cleaver actor
Genetic code
Earth goddess
Type of waiver or consent
For example
Paddle
Egg-layer
Dey role on 7 Down
XJ!I- IX
Pasta style: al _ _
Amphitheater
_ Spiegel
Milton Bradley logo
Green eggs and ham proponent Sam
Mot or J ovi
Emergency Rm.
Em follower
The Man with the Golden_
Nagy
Grain for sowing or fee!Jng
Adam-12's Martin
7 Down role played by brunette Jeremy
Gclbwaks and later blonde Brian Forster
Cannen composer
Stretched auto
Unadulterated or uncensored
Baseball's Jackson for short
Arthur Lee's psychedelic group of the
late '60s or infamous canal
"Ob-la-di ob-la-da Ufe goes on _ ·
Perot corp.
_ Semper 1)rrannus
Private, black. or TV
Offer. Candida te

Revenge of the THONGS, Episode XXIV

Heartbreak

Pop smash from 7 Down: "I 1'h lnk
Balaam's pet
Suzanne Crough role on 7 Down
Construct

DOWN
1.

By Tim Connors i

22 or "A Falllng Star and Putll In You r
Pocket"
South African playwright f\Jgard
Sam the _
and the Pharoahs
Passover meal

·_ -a-Gadda-Da-VIda"
Actor who played annoying, chubby,
money-grubbing middle child on 7 Down
lVs flrst family of comedy and song
Hosp. site
Pub. Relations

Continued from page 1WELVE

Early reports have It that tlle ruptured
Rosser has been spending all of his free
time taking codeine on an empty stomach
and becoming violently Ill. Despite this
seemingly fulfilling personal life. I'm certain the brittle bird would appreciate piles
of gifts and money from his adoring fans.
Please send any contribution. no matter
how large. to "SAVE OUR STORK: c/o
Steven J . Olson's pendaflex. Ann Arbor.
Michigan. We'll be glad you did.
On a night of much sorrow. one clear
highlight was the remarkable turnout of
Thong fans. Some 90-plus Thong-lovers
showed up to see tlle show. which was ten

more than the Bart GiamatU crowd. aJ- Camera Night Ill Also. Gump Schneck
though only the Bart watchers got to wil- returns home to the goal this evening.
ness a dozing YaJe Kamisar. Every player Although he may not be as smooth in the
was In agreement that the great fan sup- net as Mr. Miller. he Is certainly more
port was the only thing which kept the entertaining.
Andaslfthlswas n'tenough. Matt "The
Thongs in the game. It left the ATO leers
dazed. confused. and embarrassed. The Shattered Stork" Rosser wtll be making his
Storkless Thongs will need even more vocaJ coaching debut behind the Thong bench
and abusive support if they are to be suc- tonight. Come early to see a Stork in a
sportscoat and you will also catch tlle
cessful in the future.
The fantastic action resumes at 11:00 touching passing of the wig ceremony. as
P.M. tonight at Yost Arena as the Thongs the wrecked Rosser will pass on his beloved
on Ice crew hopes to rebound against hair to one lucky player goofy enough to
another group of spoiled fraternity pin- wear it. So remember. the skallngwounded
heads. Because of the tremendous suc- hit the ice at 11 :00 a nd they need you. The
cess of last week's promotion. tonight Is dream Is still alive.

Survey Says ...

By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers
Ann Arbor Precipitation Per Year•

Will Oliver North
Be Tried?"

I

148 days of ra.i n
30.48 inches of rain
YES

\:V \::9/ ~!n~~~hebe
NO

YES

*From random survey of 50 law students

Inches of snow

'
S erAssociates,GetOn
The IEXIS$Fast 'fracl<.
r

Start your summer associateship on the right
track. The LEXIS Fast Track.r't It's our special
program that " : : : :·· ...::. ·:·.:< ,. ':·.' · ·.-" '·.

~:~~~~:fin~~u- '~ ' . ·.pomts ofLEXIS,

' i

ThACJ\

the world's most widely used computer-assisted
legal research system.
If you've never used the LEXlS service, Fast
Track training can get you up-to-speed before
you report to your firm. And, if you already have
advanced LEXIS research skills, you 'II learn new

techniques to help you move ahead even faster.
It all happens during convenient evening and
Saturday sessions, March 20 through AprilS.
ln cities and on campuses across the nation.
You can reserve your spot on the Fast Track
starting February 27. To sign up for a basic or
advanced session, or for more information, call
800-222-8714 or 513-865-0203. We'll get your

c~reer ~olli~g in the
nght direction.

L£' VJS ·
A~

Thepowertowin.
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Big Ten to Send 5 to NCAA Finals (or Whatever)
By Harold Hunter
\\1lh spring just around the comer, quite n aturally a
ungperson's head is consumed with thoughts of ... the
\JC.-\ARoadToTheFinal Four! (and the RG's annual NCAA
~ketball Contest) Although important regula r season
pi conference tournament games remain to be played.
;c.-eral!eams appear to have clinched berths. while others
ecariously teeter "on the fence.from the Big Ten Conference. five teams appear to

have locks on tourna ment invitations: Indiana. Michigan,
Illinois , Ohio St., and Iowa . Minnesota's giant-killing
Golden Gophers have a shot at a berth if they can knock
off one or two more bigshots. and win the games that they
should (Wisconsin. Northwestern, etc... ).
From the Big East Conference. Georgetow11. Syracuse.
Seton Hall. and Providence can begin to pack U1eir bags.
However. there a re several tean1s riding the bubble. which
could float a bid their way or burst their hopes depending

Continuing Basketball Saga
Continued from page SIXTEEN

baJs 11ith a 33 to 32 vic to')'. Joe Burke. Bob Stefanski.
{.IJ;d Sandy. and Steve Valen led The F.A.R.T. with
cmponed scores.
These events set up a re-match of last year's final in
urn Supreme Court prevailed by the narrowest of mar;. But U1rough brilliant off-season acquisitions.
Eet:dall's inspirational coaching. and mystical matching
-shirts. The Fellas were able to lake their first of many
ma:npionshi ps going away. 58 to 40. The 18 point victol)'
arks the largest Jaw school winning margin since 194 7.
1e erer-competitive Supreme Court was led by Mo and
iebenith eight points each. Ray Beckering and Tracy
oropson with 6. Craig J aquith with 5, Brad "KingThong·
isher wiili 4. and Steve Knoop.
The keys to The Fellas' viclol)' were the remarkable
!fensi1·e play of Tim Elliott and the 14 points of Mark
froni. who more than made up for the two he scored for
e other team in an earlier game. Mr. Bill Halle a lso
sed in 6 and Mark Joy added two impo1iant points to
the l'ictol)'. The word dynasty was on the lips of all
:hose who witnessed the awesome Fclla performance. and
11-.esquad seem s primed to stretch the string of titles into
tl:e'90s. As one fired up Fella concluded. "Why not. we've
already got the t-s hirts printed up."
ln related action. John Panourgias cheated his way to
.~21-19victol)' over Mal)' McFarland in a cut-throat game
rl21. Congratulations.
The highlight of the evening for my money was the
hmatic free throw shooting competition which second;tarsuper athlete Tracy Daw dominated from the s ta rt. In
te first round, Daw calmly hit all 15 of his shots a nd
at.ied9 of 10 in the second round. In the winner la ke a ll
s. Mr. Daw hit 4 of 5 to force a play-oiT with soon to be
rJnner-up Steve Kelly. T. Daw then sank his next four to
lliminate Kelly a nd win himself a handsome trophy suitable for packing away someplace. Daw also won h is
xrond law school champions t-shirtoftile evening. which
1aS the unprecedented 21 s t of his law school career.
'd!ind Kelly in third place was fellow third-year Steve
'altn who choked in the finals.
Tequila fest '89 is coming.
In the co-ed tournament, four determined teams
i;'Jared off for the right to call themselves the best dam corribasketball team of the four who entered. The rules were
!imple: two women and three men on each team, women's
~kets count for four points. and m en can't step into the
eor they suffer a two point penalty. In other words.
~kelballthe way the good Lord intend ed It to be.
In seml-fmal action. the Intimidating and honesUy
lamed We Want T-Shirts defeated the Innocent and
UOsullied Satan's School of B -ball 53 to 27. The Satans
tught valiantly and were led by second-year Julie Crockt and first-year athlete extraordinaire Barb McQuade
\ith 8 points each. Dave Anderson and captain Rich
l!cOanJel chipped In with 2 points each, while Da n Reising
!1Jotributed 3 valuable fouls . Carol Sulcoski was s ilh.-ySl!ioolh in the offensive lane. while the shot blocking
<~"listry of first-year Sheila Brennan was a force on the
l'.tfenstve end . Charles McPhedran, Ed Heartney. and
crst·year Mike Medveckus succeeded In getting really

lired.
. In the other semi-final m a tch, last year's co-ed chamP'.on, RepeaL held off an exciting late charge by a pesh-y

first-year squad called N·Ticemenllo win 50 to 28. The NTicemem squad was faced with a slight roster problem as
only two men showed up to play. Thus Margo' Kirchner
and Janice Bellanli were forced to pretend to be men. E\·en
the leas t astute observers must have found this impossible to imagine. Thus the inevitable confusion allowed
Repeal super-star Kathy ·cat" Skendzel to clean up inside
and bank home a tournament-high 32 points.
The Fighting N's were led by Ms. Kirchner who scored
four points as a man a nd 12 m ore as a woman. Kristen
Mark tossed in 10 points and Jim Orr added 6 more, as a
woman and a man respectively. Laurie Allen. Roger
Riviere. a nd the remarkable Ms. Bellanti added stellar
defense. great ball handling. and an indescribable court
presence to the hard luck N squad.
Thus the finals came down to a balUe between last
year's champions. Repeat. and last year·s runner-up.
third-year Moira Dages. A crafiy and respected old
veteran. Ms. Dages knew tilis was going to lJe her final
opportunity at a coveted law school basketball championship. and she wanted it bad. Things started slowly for We
Want a T·Shirt as they quickJy fell behind 16 to 2 on four
Skendzel h oops. But then Dages and acrobatic secondyear Marth a J a mes hit the court and the en lire complexion
of the game ch anged . Ms. J ames quickJy yet gracefully
tossed in 12 points and sent tile we·s into ha lf time with
a comma nding few point lead.
The lighting We's built a lead of 12 points near the
middle of the second half. They then decided to take the
airoutofthe ba ll. and thefun out oflh egame. by going into
a three corners offe nse where the men pass the ball to each
oth er a round the top. Repeat began chipping away at that
lead a nd had a ch ance to win when Ed Sebold made a steal
with 15 seconds remaining. America's Team brought the
ball down court but misfired on the final s hot handing.the
We's a 42-40 victory as the clock struck 12:15 a.m. EST.
Aside from Ms. James h eroics, first-yearJohn Mueller
fla iled in 14 points, Tom Lullo h ad 2. and tile venerable Ms.
Dages pumped in 8. Jane Ann Siggelkow. Kevin Conroy,
David Whitcomb, andJ.D. Sinnock also participated. Beth
Abrams also starred for the We's tossing in 4 points and
then successfully slamming RepeatfoiWard Steve Olson to
the ground. Ms. Abrams emerged from the scuffie with a
black eye and a jammed finger, while Olson emerged with
an excuse for his pathetic yet miserable play.
The disappointed. but courageous Repeat squad was
led by Rayne Lamey and Lois Gianneschi who tossed In 4
points each. and Jeff Mann and Mr. Sebold who each
charted 2 points. Mike Arthur, Matt Harthun. and Kathryn
Stokes performed brilliantly in defeat. and Julie Marcus
proved that she's as talented as she is friendly and
charming. And of course. Kathy Skendzel again led all
scorers with 28 points on her way to a unanimous
selection as tournament MVP.
And with that. it was ove r. Seven hours of shooting.
dribbling. and benchwarming had gone by as quickJy as
seven hours of sitting on the edge of your bed and staring
at the Door. plus you got to sweat m ore. Evel)'one was
orne')'. smelled funny. and knew that U1eir bullocks
would be throbbing for a week . But there was a special
satisfaction you can get only by wasting a U1ird of your day
in a decaying and dust-filled gymnasium. Sure evel)'one
was tired; but it was a good kind of tired.

on late-season and confere'n ce tournament performances.
St. John's, Pittsburgh, Connecticut, and Villa nova could
all feasibly land a spot with fast finishes. From top to
bottom. the Big East appears to be the best collection of
teams tilis year. and iliis could in fluence tournament
selectors when choosing the last two or three teams .
In the ACC. North Carolina. North Carolina St. . Duke.
a nd Georgia Tech can conlacllheir travel agents immedi ately. Virginia, a vel)' hot team right now. and Clemson
both could sneak in with a couple of big late-season
victories.
In the Big Eight. OkJahoma and Missouri are the
Conference's best. and h ave secured invitations to the
party. Because Ka nsas is ineligible to defend their crown
this year. those two may be the only participants from the
Big Eigh t. Howe\·er. Kansas St. and vastly-im pron·d
OkJahoma St. have decent s hots for post-season action.
From other Conferences. tilese are tile tea ms that will
see action in the tournament: Alizona. Stanford. Florida
St.. Louisville. UNLV. St. Mal)'·s (Cal.). Notre Dame. LSU.
Texas. and Arkansas. However. disregarding for now the
automatic bertils for conference champions of weak conferences. these are the -hopefuls:" UCLA. Oregon St.. CalSanta Barbara. Alabama. Tennessee, Ball St.. LITEP. New
Mexico. Eva nsville. DePaul. Loyola Marymount. Pep perdine. Texas Christian. South Carolina. Memphis St..
Creighton. Wichita St.. Southern Illinois. Mississippi. New
Mexico St. . LaSalle. St. Peter's. California. and Houston.
Hunter's Fabulous Fifieen:
C Stacey King. Oklahoma
F Hank Gathers. Loyola Mal)'illount
F Glen Rice. Michigan
G Mookie Blaylock. Oklahoma
G Sean Elliot, Arizona
C Pervis Ellison. Louisville
f Lionel Simmons. LaSalle
F Danny f efl)'. Duke
G BUnbo Coles. Virginia Tech
G George McCloud . Florida St.
C J.R. Reid, North Carolina
F Tom Hammo nds, Georgia Tech
F Gerald Glass. Mississippi
G Chris Jackson. LSU
G Sherman Douglas. Syracuse

Hunter's Top Guns
1. ARIZONA
2. MISSOURi
3. GEORGETOWN
4. OKLAHOMA
5. ILLINOIS
6. LOUISVILLE
7 . NORTI-1 CAROLINA
8. SYRACUSE
9. SETON HALL
10. INDIANA
11. FLORIDA ST.
12. MICHIGAN
13. IOWA
14. DUKE
15. OHIO ST.

Answers to
This Week's
Puzzle

16. N. CAROLINA ST.
17. WESTVlRGINlA
18. STANFORD
19. UNLV
20. GEORGIA TECH
21. LSU
22. NOTRE DAME
23. ST. MARY'S (CAL)
24.TEXAS
25. 1HE FELLAS (Possibly
the finest collection of raw
athletic talent ever assembled at the University of
Michigan Law School. These
guys can really flll it up.)
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Fellas Win Basketball Tourney
By Steve Olson

Big orange balls bounced and The Fellas rolled lasl
Saturday night as the law school's annual basketball
marathon took place In the IM building. Now please read
the hockey a rticle as It was written while I was still awake.
The Fellas. made up of squad # 1; Kevin Kendall. Tim
EUlott. Derwood Haines. Bill Halle. and Terry Darden.
squad #2: Tracy Daw. Jim Rowader, Ron DeWaard. Mark
Pieroni. and Mark Joy. and squad #3; Steve Olson. domi·
nated U1e tourna ment like no other team has. and quite
possibly like no other team ever will. ·super tean1 of the
Century· is an O\'er-used and often undeservedly applied
tenn. but for Utis heroic group of second-years, it may be
an unders tatement.
But first to the meaningless games. In 6:00 p.m.
round one action, The NerfAll·Stars defeated a plucky No
Lo Contendre squad 4 1 to 28. Although no one kept score.
I'm certain J ohn Sheeley, Alane Arbogast, and Tim Tounsend were brilliant in defeat. The Oxymorons then edged
Toxic Torts in a hard fought and exciting batUe 69 to 12.
Jocko Knappmann, Dave SUllman. and Joe Girardot may
have s tarred for the feisty Torts , who understandably
forgot to keep score.
Later. the Infants defeated an Intense Five Men Who
Like to Put it in the Hole squad 46 to 27. Rob Kilgore paced
the FiueMenwith 12 points. followed by Steve Griebel with
9. Mike "Air J ordan· Flanagan hurled in 5 points, and Tim
Brink piled in 1. Brooks Gruemmer became the first
person to foul out oft he tournament. and Jim Eardley was
held scoreless although his play improved markedly in
later games as he sobered up. "You print one word I've s aid
tonight and I'll kill you,· chirped the amiable Eardley.
Steph Kleln was held scoreless, but still walked away with
the coveted sLxth man award for his brllliant seconds in the
game. "'This is great; I don't have to lake a shower now,·
exclaimed the peppy benchwarmer.
Finally.lnan ironic scheduling quirk, the pathelic Res

cares. F.A.R.T. cwntually defeated The oxymorons{s ..
4 0 for the Toilet title. which is third place in the 0\'t~
tou rna ment.
In second round action. The Supreme Court Toot.,l
showed their true class by going into a four com ers offense a running starl down the road toward defending~
with five minutes remaining while playing one of the most 1988 ti tle by de feating the NerfAll-Stars 35 to 2 7. Ah~
luck group of first years. Nerj forgot to keep score ag<J,~
pitiable e:'<cuses for a team in basketball history.
The
SluggC'rs were defeated by F.A.R. T. in the stt'Michael Carithers paced the S luggers with 20 points.
hitting I 0 of94 from the field. and David Whitcomb tossed round 5 1 to 43. Carithers pa ced U1e Sluggers \\1th 21
in 18. Carithers was the clear star of the game and one of wh ile Mueller chippl·d in 16. 'llie O)..ymorons then~,e
the better players in the tournament. bul tha t didn't s top feated a hem·tly favored All Airport s quad 4 0 to 36. ,.
Mr. 1\ebras~ Harold Hunter from quipping. "You could partial scoring. Hon Jed All Airport scorers with 4. 111...
build a house with a ll the bricks h e's throwing up lhere. · J eff. Joe. and Ling tossed in 2 points each.
In the other serond round match. The FeUas rv..eJohn MuellerJlailed in 8forthe bad boysofbas ke tba ll. and
Tom Lullo added one point. The res t of the Sluggers chose pas t the unluch-y Infants 73 to 36 . First-y ears Sfr.t::
not to score. I would make more unjustifiably abusive J>olonczyk. Witus. Tishkoff. Ou ellette. Fenimo re. Deu•·,
comments about that squad. but it's 5:00a.m. and even Lindemann. and Walker led The Infants with some p:..;,
each . Terry Darden paced The Fellas with 2 0 . while s~
that isn't fun afler 43 hours without s leep.
The Res Gestae was paced by J ohn Warrick with 9 s hooting Jim Rowader tossed in 14. To add insult ~
points, as John Panourgias . Alan Lepp. and Hunter each inj u ry. the pallielic Ste\·e Olson made the only shot '1
added 6. Along the way Mr. Pa nourgias tied a tournament a ttempted in the tournament, inspiring the c h eers of~
record by s hootmg every Ume he touched the ball. First- patronizing Pella fans as h e s tumbled back d own cour
The FellCI~ conlinued to destroy aU compe tition in::C
year Len Kuyvenhoven tossed in 4, while Andy Kok. Colin
Zick. and Paul Czamota accounted for 2 apiece. with the semi-finals as they cckcd out a 61 to 3 2 vic tory 0\·er~t
Czar's points corning on a 40-foot r::~inbow jumper. Steve Oxymorons. 1I. Li~ae ros a nd Kevin Zimmer led O.ty~TO\l:
Tsai and Dennjs Shin were held score less. but held the scorers wilh 10 earh. and the enormous J im ")1udu:
tean1 in the gan1e with their rem arkable ball-ha nd ing Gra nt was fouled a lot. Fella capta in and m aster l·s~
e:xploits. ·way to dribble offyour face Dennis ,· shouted RG designe r 1\evin Kendall paced our heros with I 6 , as Tr.~
super-fan Evil Lisa Salvia. David 'Reichert was a lso held Daw. Ron "Jeanne· DeWaard. a nd Derwood H ainestossd
scoreless. but later domina ted the loser's bracket game. in 6 FellCI points aptcre.
"I'm not saying anything to you while you've got tha t pen
The other seml-llnal match was the mos t exdtingd
Jn your hand." sneered the fiery Mr. Reichert. All things the tou rnament. F.A..R.T. led Supreme Court Too 33·3!
considered. llie RG s taffers had a swell time a nd only wllh no lime remaining on the clock. but cool KarlWetc
Ha rold's finger was serious ly injured.
hit one of two free throws to send the game into oYertiJ:t
Those who are defeated in first round acllon fell into Mr. J ohn Moore lhC'n san k one of two with no liJ
the abyss of the loser's brac ket. o r "Toilet Bowl,· where remaining in m·erlimc to send the Supreme CoUTt tot.:
See BASKETBALL, page FIFTEEN
several incredibly exciting gan1es were played. but no one
Gestae squad was matched up agains t the dreaded Slug·
gers. In a match marred by some really lousy basketball.
the Sluggers prevailed again 48 to 37. The ever-h elpful
Sluggers again helped the officials with every call. and

Law in the Raw

By Colin Zick and Tom Pasternak

What, No Caviar?

Let's Look at the Framer's Intent

Attention. flrst years. Is interviewing getting you
down? Are you wondering if it is worth the effort? Here's
something to restore your faith in the free market sys tem.
As part of its effort to show summer associates what
belng an attorney is really like, the Washington office of
Atlanta's Sutherland. Asbill & Brennan rented an Island
in the Chesapeake Bay for its summer recruits. attorneys
and assistants. The firm ran motorboats from the shore
to Johnson Island for a day of volleyball, baseball. waterskiing and a meal of steamed Maryland blue crab.
According to the frrm's director of professional aclivi·
ties (since when is ealing crabmeat a professional activity?} Jane Ruska. "This lets the summer associates get
outside of the city and see some of the countryside.·
Hope there'sstill time to sign up for an interviewwilli
them.

Now tha t one of the columnists has his grade from
14th Amendment. Law in the Raw proud ly presents the
following memorandum:
MEMO TO: Fourteenth Amendment class
FROM:
Professor T. Sa nda low
DATE:
December 8. 1988
!he limit of 2500 words applies to both questions .
I.e.. your answers for both questions s hould nol e..'Ccced
that limit.·
Book awards were given to those s tudents who found
llie true meaning of this memo.
Prof Sanda low's 14 th Amendment and Federal
.. Courts classes

Legal Times, March 28, 1988 There's No Place Like Gnomes
In Hamburg. West Gennany, a court ruled lliat those
Revenge of the Noid
ugly gnomes people put In llieir gardens are so ugly tha t
Angered (no. make that annoid} by the use of his they are illegal. A woman complained that the two gnomes
nan1e as a character subject to ridicule and derision, In her neighbor's section of a communal garden ·were
Kenneth Lamar Noid decided he had had enough. Noid symbols of narrow-mindedncss and stupidity" and they
(not the little one willi the funny costume) decided to void ·offended her aesllietic sense.· The court agreed lliat the
"Avoid the Nold." Noid, who believed that he was the gnomes, if not In offensively bad taste. were ·not aesthetic"
target of the Domino's Pizza advertising campaign and and ordered them removed at one. (Small wonder the RG
that owner Tom Monaghan "comes into his apartment is not widely available in West Germany!}
and looks around,· took off for the nearest Domino's.
Student Lawyer, December 1988
There he took hostages and hunkered down. The Noid
(Kenneth} insisted on $100,000 ransom. a white limou- Is it First in Time, or The Rule of Capture'?
sine for his getaway (what. no red, white, and blue pickup
A week after two judges nea rly came to blows over a
truck?}, and a science fiction book (what, no Frank Lloyd
courtroom, peace now reigns in the El Paso county courtWright reading?). Oh yes, and two pizzas. (At last.
house. The problem arose from the fact that the courttriumph for the Noid over the forces of good!} I guess it
house has only 10 courtrooms for 11 judges. One judge is
just goes to show that the Domino(s} theory works. after left to "float• · moving from room to room depending on
all.
availability .
Ann Arbor News. January 31, 1989
Good s portsmanship ended when when a courtroom

and an adjoining office were vacated by a judge mmi.".l
up to a h igher court. The office was given toJ ose T~
the judge appointed to the open spot. Judge Troche
moved into the office that Friday.
The folJO\ving Monday, however. his office contenll
were gone. Peter Peca, who had been the Jloating judgefa
the previous 2 I /2 years. h ad packed up Troche's thin;'
o\·er the weekend and claimed the space for h is OV.1l
Believing that seniorityentiUed him to the space. he~
moved h is own U1ings in, changed the locks. and t:l·
stalled his own nan1epla te. ·Basically. I just took iL- ~
said.
A healed a rgument broke out on Monday mornil:!
nearly erupting into a fistfight. The previous owner of tlr
office. llie now appeals court judge, also got !nvol\·ed. :t
seems h e and Peca had vied for the appeals court seal.
The dispute went before a board of county co!Ilif.<S·
s ioners and the courtroom was awarded to Peca on tlr
bas is of seniority.
The new floater. Troche, professes no hard feelin~
but remarked "It would have been more civilized tov.dl
until the commissioners voted."
However. it is rumored he is strategizing on how to
gain adverse possession of an office of his own.
Wall Street Journal, January 24, 1989

"Seen on the Bathroom Wall"
"As long as I an1 allowed to redistribute w ealth froJJI
out-of-sta te compa nies to injured in-state plaintilf.s. l
s hall con tinue to do so. Not only is my sleep enhanctC
when I give someone else's money away, but so is myJOb
security. because llie in-slate plainliffs, their familtcS
and U1eir friends will re-elect me.·
Wes t Virginia Supreme Court Justice Richard Neely
Isn't it nice to see that principled decision-making lt·es
on?
ABA Journal, December 1, J9S5

